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Mindax expands Avon uranium
initiative
Mindax Ltd has further advanced its Avon uranium joint
venture in Western Australia with Quasar Resources, an
affiliate of uranium producer Heathgate Resources, after
securing the grant of two key tenements which have
returned highly encouraging exploration results using the
venture’s innovative uranium-in-water exploration
technique.
Mindax said yesterday that the grant of the tenements, located in
WA’s wheatbelt, would clear the way for the first drilling program
under the joint venture to commence later this year, representing
the first comprehensive field test program under the Avon
Uranium Initiative following its launch last year.
Recent exploration returned very significant uranium anomalism
in ground waters, including values greater than 190 parts per
billion (ppb) uranium within 14km of drainage at Elachbutting Hill.
The area includes a strong uranium channel radiometric anomaly
(~2km in length) adjacent to a water sample which returned
211ppb U.

Mindax project in WA

The Avon Joint Venture has a uranium portfolio of approximately 2,300sqkm, with Mindax and Quasar now controlling some
145km of trunk palaeo-channel drainages with high prospectivity for Yeelirrie-type palaeo-channel deposits and hard rock
uranium resources.
The 100,000sqkm Yilgarn-Avon Joint Venture includes a collaborative uranium-in-water research project with the
Cooperative Research Centre for Landscape Environments and Mineral Exploration (CRC LEME).
The CRC LEME project is applying uranium isotope studies and speciation modelling to identify where, in drainage, uranium
mineralisation might concentrate out of significantly enriched ground waters. Water sampling has already generated uranium
anomalism in ground waters to in excess of 1,000ppb U and Mindax is adding to this sampling.
Greg Bromley, managing director of Mindax, said that the Yilgarn-Avon results are comparable to equivalent data at Yeelirrie,
where 1,200ppb U is achieved within the orebody outline.
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Mindax expands Avon uranium initiative
Colin Jacoby
Monday, 5 February 2007

SOUTH Perth-based diversified uranium and gold explorer Mindax has secured the grant of
two key tenements at its Yilgarn-Avon uranium joint venture in Western Australia's Wheatbelt
region.
According to the company, the tenements have returned highly encouraging
exploration results using the JV's innovative uranium-in-water exploration technique.
Mindax said today that the grant of the tenements would clear the way for the first
drilling program under the JV to commence later this year, representing the first
comprehensive field test program under the Avon uranium initiative following its
launch last year.
The 50:50 JV is with Quasar Resources, an affiliate of uranium producer Heathgate
Resources.
Mindax said recent exploration at the project had returned significant uranium anomalism in ground waters,
including values greater than 190 parts per billion of uranium within 14km of drainage at Elachbutting Hill.
The area includes a 2km-long uranium channel radiometric anomaly adjacent to a water sample that returned
211ppb uranium.
The Yilgarn-Avon JV has a uranium portfolio of approximately 2300 square kilometres, with Mindax and Quasar
now controlling some 145km of trunk palaeo-channel drainages with high prospectivity for Yeelirrie-type palaeochannel deposits and hard rock uranium resources.
The Yilgarn-Avon JV includes a collaborative uranium-in-water research project with the Cooperative Research
Centre for Landscape Environments and Mineral Exploration.
Mindax also expects to accelerate exploration activity at five gold and uranium projects in WA's SandstoneMeekatharra area.
Mindax managing director Greg Bromley said the Yilgarn-Avon results were comparable with equivalent data at
Yeelirrie, where 1200ppb uranium was achieved within the ore body outline.
Earlier this month, Mindax announced a series of additional exploration programs for 2007, including follow-up
reconnaissance drilling program after receiving water sampling results of up to 170ppb uranium from a 13kmlong target within its 250sq.km Noondie uranium project, located 60km southeast of Sandstone.
Mindax will also conduct follow-up sampling and drill testing of its Panhandle gold-copper-uranium project,
located 130km southeast of Sandstone, where the company's gravity surveys have indicated several priority gold
targets and a copper-zinc sulphide target.
At the nearby Bulga Downs gold project, located 120km southeast of Sandstone, Mindax will recommence drilling
programs to upgrade the resource for the Paradise Bore deposit and to test mineralisation at two other deposits.
The company is also assessing the potential for iron ore resources on its Bulga Downs and Maynard Hills projects
near Sandstone, which is located within the Mid-West iron ore province.
Shares in Mindax were up 1c to 17c in trade this morning.
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